Teenager and Technology

Military Riders Have Military Rules

Alcohol Contributing Factor

Fatigue (Sunset)

Life-Long Learner

Going out for just a few

Just Because You Aren’t In Combat
**TRAFFIC**

*Sign up Today*

**Last Drink - Bad Decision**

---

**Myth #1**

*Motorcycle Safety Myths*

"Myth #1: Motorcycle Safety Course NOT required. If you don't ride on base, END it off base. An Experienced Riders Course follow-up is required every 3 years attended."

**FACT:**

"CONEVINENT 5109.128 - The Riders course is required for street legal motorcycle operators on and off base. An Experienced Riders Course follow-up is required every 3 years attended."

---

**Myth #2**

"Myth #2: I don't have to tell the chain of command about my motorcycle unless I ride it on base."

**FACT:**

"It is your duty to inform the chain of command, become properly trained and to ride safely."

---

**Myth #3**

"Myth #3: NEVER violate the NAVY rules on motorcycle safety while off base."

**FACT:**

"Always remember HONOR, COURAGE and COMMITMENTShipmates must protect shipmates, so make the right decisions."